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Bower: Whence and Whither: A Survey of Archival Education
WHENCE AND WHITHER:

A SURVEY OF ARCHIVAL EDUCATION

Ames Sheldon Bower

Introduction
My aim was to survey, with as much detail as
possible, course offerings in the field of archives.
To that end, I wrote the forty-five directors of all
the offerings listed in the Society of American Archivists• Education Directory (published December, 1973)
and in the 1975 Supplement.
In addition to asking for
course descriptions, reading lists, exercises, agenda
of speakers, and other source material, I a s ked a s eries of questions about the intent, composition, and
success of course offerings; about the kinds of students, their reaction to and benefit from the course
offerings; and about the need for the establishment of
minimum academic or practicum training standards for
archivists.
As a result, I was flooded with material, letters, and suggestions.
I had intended to evaluate the
courses in terms of the curricular guidelines established by the SAA Committee on Education and Training
(published in the SAA Newsletter, June, 1973). The
fifteen guidelines, however, are merely those topics
that should be treated in archival courses; I was
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unable to get a more detailed description 0£ what they
meant. For example, is historical editing a subset 0£
"Item 14.
'Publications Programs: Finding Aids and
Documentary'"? Even i£ all fifteen topics were mentioned in the various course descriptions (and they
were not), it appeared impossible to assess how well
the topics were treated, especially without an understanding 0£ the Committee's intentions.
The only solution seemed to be analysis 0£
everything I had received but with a focus on responses
to my written questions.
I have attempted, therefore,
to note where and how information tended to cluster.
Someone else interpreting the same information might
produce different conclusions by looking at the data
differently. That is the extent 0£ my apologia. The
discriminating will note that in some cases the numbers
either do not necessarily add up or do not seem as
striking as they might. That is because a few respondents did not answer all my questions while others gave
more than one answer.

The Response
The responses had some striking features. For
example, slightly more than 50 percent 0£ the institutions did reply (see Appendix C £or a listing 0£ institutions):
Number 0£ institutions written

45

Number 0£ responses

23

Number 0£ respondents answering at
least some of the written questions

19

These institutions were universities £or the most part,
with one historical society, one college graduate
school 0£ library science, one undergraduate college,
one research foundation, and one special archives that
o££ers only a specialized summer institute completing
the list.
The respondents in almost every case were
those who taught the archives courses at their institutions. Judging from their stationery and the titles
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following their signatures, 73 percent are archivists.
Number of
Respondents

Replies
Curator of manuscripts
Archivist
University archivist
City archivist
State archivist
Federal archivist

l

4
6
l

2
2

Total archivists of 22 ascertainable titles

16

Dean of graduate school of library service
Professor of library science
Professor of archival studies institute
Associate professor of library science

l
l
l
_1_

Total professors

4

Academic reference librarian

l

Fourteen of the 23 responses were long, detailed, and helpful letters; one was a telephone interview (with F. Gerald Ham). Only four respondents did
not attempt to tackle the questions, though they did
enclose course information, circulars, and other material.
Some trends were discernable from the ways in
which these instructors (and their institutions) view
their archival course offerings. The course offerings
are listed as follows:
Number of
Institutions
In the school of library science

8

In the school of information studies

l

In the history department

4

Cross-listed in history and library science

3
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Cross-listed in history and English

l

Transferred from library school to history

l

About to be transferred from school of urban
life to history

l

Not applicable

4

23

Total responses

In spite of representation among several disciplines, most of these institutions offer only single
courses. Two institutions provide summer institutes;
fourteen offer an introductory course, although one of
these is about to expand the single course into two.
Only seven of the respondent institutions offer multiple courses.
A more specific notion of the substance of
these course offerings comes from answers to the question about the percentage of time spent on lecture,
discussion, and practicum or laboratory work. Respondents at the institutions with multicourse offerings
frequently noted that one of their courses was almost
entirely devoted to reading the archival literature.
Seven courses consisted of at least 50 percent lecture
time, while discussion featured prominently in descriptions of courses at nineteen of the twenty-three institutions. Practically every course (the exceptions were
three aimed solely at people already working in the
field and an Advanced Readings course at a multicourse
institution) involved some form of practicum, laboratory work, demonstration, field trip or tour, or research term project to be carried out in an archives.
Practical work, then, looms large in the minds
All those who used the word "practicum" were describing at least one of a multicourse
offering. At one institution, for example, practicum
means 100 hours of supervised work at a university
archives followed in the subsequent course by 200 hours
at a federal records center. Other courses require
laboratory work.
Some respondents did not specify what
that implied, but others said students were required to
arrange and describe a record group or manuscript collection.
Some courses require research papers using

of the instructors.
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primary sources, and one required each student to conduct an oral history interview. Field trips, tours,
and demonstrations were also mentioned.
Although it is difficult to categorize the responses (e.g., what is the distinction between a practicum and laboratory work?}, they break down roughly as
follows:
Number of
Institutions

With Courses Consisting
of or Including
Practicum
Laboratory work
Research term project
No practical work

5
13
3
2

23

Total

Field trip or tour
Demonstration

7
l

As the above suggests, the eight courses that include
field trips, tours, or demonstrations are also augmented in every case by some work handling records or
papers.
It is not . clear, however, how much the students who only write research papers learn about the
practice of archival principles. Do these students
learn, for example, about preservation techniques?
What emphasis, generally, were instructors
giving topics? What do they think that student archivists need in order to be well-trained? Responses to
the question about how much of the study was theoretical, how much practical are summarized:
Number of
Institutions

Responses
At least 50 percent practical
Both practical and theoretical
"Oriented toward 'generalist'"
Historiography
Could or did not say

10

Total

23

5
l

2
5
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Responses to the question about the focus or
direction of course offerings--whether archives administration, the history of archives, or records management--suggest ·something about the biases of the instructors. Some are more disposed to think in terms of
manuscripts, some of records. None sees the history of
the field as being of primary importance. Because
these seem like separate, though interrelated approaches, it was surprising that the responses were not
more discrete.
Number of
Institutions

Focus
Archives administration

9

All three areas

6

Archives administration and records
management

4

Archives administration and history
of archives

l

Not directly applicable

3

Total responses

23

None of the instructors claimed to focus on records
management alone; some do not seem to deal with the
topic of records management at all, for the term was
never used by instructors of courses at three institutions.
Over the past two years, 432 students have
taken courses at sixteen of the respondent institutions!
Demand seems to be even greater than these numbers would
indicate, for at one institution last year the instructor had fifty applications for the program to which he
could admit fifteen.
Institutions offering more than one course do
not seem to produce a larger number of archivists. Apparently most students prefer the single courses. At
one institution, half as many students took advanced
offerings as took the introductory course, while at another institution only 8 percent went beyond the primary
49
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course. On the other hand, 50 percent of the students
taking the regular archival offerings also enroll in
one institution's summer institute.
Most (12} of the institutions' offerings are
open only to graduate students, though at six other institutions offerings are aimed particularly at those
either working in the field or about to enter. Only
three respondents indicated that their institutions'
offerings are open to undergraduates, and these restrict
the course to seniors.
Library school graduate students dominate the
student population of these course offerings, with history graduate students following close behind.
In addition, one student was pursuing a doctor of philosophy
degree in educational media, one in German, and at one
summer institute, 25 percent of the students came from
the disciplines of business, law, and political science,
while another 25 percent came from theology and education.
A sense of what is being asked of students can
be acquired from answers to the questions about student
participation and the basis for grades. Each instructor who responded to the first said students were encouraged and in some cases "required" to contribute to
class discussion. Grades seem to be based primarily on
an evaluation of students' project, reports or papers,
and on practicum work such as arranging and describing
a small collection or record series. Exams and class
participation were also mentioned frequently by the instructors.
Instructors gave their own version of student
reception of the course offerings, and all but one response was positive. They ranged from a modest "satisfaction" to "rated highest of the School of Librarianship offerings last year" and "the most intellectual
work students found in Library Science." The only negative response was that the course did not attract as
many history students as had been expected. Typically,
the student evaluations expressed appreciation of
learning practical techniques as well as gaining a wellrounded notion of general archival concepts. One instructor at a multicourse institution added, "Several
students have expressed the need £or more time to read
50
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and work with different projects in the Archives." For
the most part, then, according to the instructors, students are getting what they seem to want from archival
courses; one instructor pointed out that the students
least experienced in archival work enjoyed his course
the most. Another instructor noted that most of those
taking his course were library students; but, as a result of the course, a number of them decided to go on to
work as archivists.
Most instructors claimed their courses were
very successful in terms of subsequent or ongoing employment of students, with many students actively employed in the field at this time. One of these respondents, an instructor at a multicourse institution where
all the students are planning on careers in archives
work, noted that a student who found work at the state
archives said he has not been given any task he could
not handle. Another instructor claimed, "We work very
hard at placement. By and large ALL our students who
want archival jobs get them." On the other hand, a few
instructors replied that they did not know how useful
the courses were, either because the course was so new
or they had no way of assessing it. One instructor
answered that because his single course "does not aim at
making an archivist, it has surprised me that at least
three who have completed the course have found full-time
employment in archival and historical manuscript work."
The extent of the courses' success as far as
the instructors are concerned is a different matter,
which is understandable considering how much more the
instructors know about the needs of a working archivist
than fledgling students could guess. Replies about the
success of the program were:
Number of
Responses

Responses
Successful
No response
Could not say
Did not respond directly
Program never fully operational

9
8
3
2
l

23

Total
51
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It is striking that every instructor who called the
courses successful qualified this statement with comments such as "given its mandate and limited objective"
or "vis a vis immediate student response." It is also
noteworthy that so few of the instructors directly
answered this question.
Instructors named the following strong points
about their offerings:
the limited number and receptiveness of students; the personal contact with students; reinforcement of students' identities as archivists; the practical experience; "the cadence between
application of principles and then reading and talking
more"; the quality of their libraries and other educational and research facilities; cooperation of outside
repositories for students' projects; "the program is a
well-established part of the graduate school curriculum,
situated in a strong department (History) with a cognate program in the Graduate School of Librarianship;"
and the knowledge and experience of the instructor.
Of the nine instructors who noted weak points,
several mentioned the constraints of time:
there are
too many subjects and areas to be covered in the period
allotted. The courses therefore lacked depth. One felt
limited by the facilities for substantive laboratory
work; another lacked suitable study materials and had to
generate them at the institution. One believed the
course was focused too much on the needs and procedures
of larger archival agencies; another pointed to the difficulty of having only one person and some volunteer
help to plan the multicourse offerings. Another
claimed, "The weakness is in the limited and uncertain
demand for professional level archivists and manuscripts
curators."
All but three instructors resoundingly asserted
the need for minimum academic or practicum training
standards for archivists. Of the three dissenters, one
felt the SAA Committee guidelines were adequate. Another warned, "There is such a great variety in the type
of things archivists do it would be a difficult matter
to control." Another claimed, "Our profession is too
diversified for anything mandatory and structured. We
have a long way to go before we can impose standards in
this type of business." The thirteen instructors who
responded yes said that standards are needed £or
52
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academi c t raini n g, for practi cum or on-the-job experi ence, and to accomp l ish professionalization.
Concerning academic training, one instructor
advised the standard be some graduate training in history or government or other social sciences. Another
suggested "studies in one substantive institute of some
length and intensity or a regular academic program, integrated with appropriate studies, i.e., History, Library School, Public Administration, and other areas of
specialized interest." One listed "a course in a library school, a training school, and experience under
an archivist."
There seems to be some difference of opinion
about the merits of academic training as opposed to
practical experience. One instructor advised, "For
purposes of status and professional recognition I favor
strongly a post-graduate degree in archival training-at least one year beyond the B.A. degree. On the other
hand my personal experience has shown me that the best
training is on the job--I have seen individuals with
less than a university degree develop under supervision
into 'professionals' and do the work as well as the individual with a degree who has been through a course."
Another said, "An actual apprenticeship in an archival
repository ought to be made mandatory. An apprenticeship of this sort would, in my opinion, be far preferable to any academic program." Another instructor suggested, "Students must have practicum experience or internship of at least one quarter or semester. Any
archival program without on-the-job training is virtually useless."

Discussion
The instructors surveyed for this paper are
among those closest to the state of archival training in
the United States and Canada. Although they probably
have never before been asked, collectively, for their
opinions on this subject, many instructors responded and
at such length (the longest was a single-spaced four
page letter!) that it is clear they are convinced that
archival training desperately needs definition and control. As archivists, these instructors have a good notion of what a fledgling archivist ought to have in the
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way 0£ training, yet enthusiasm £or their own programs
was always qualified or lacking entirely. The main
criticism instructors made 0£ their own courses was that
the courses were too brier or limited in scope. These
instructors do not believe that their students will be
as thoroughly trained as they ought to be; their desire
to provide more and better training comes through
strongly. The instructors' letters attest to frustration with the current situation.
Archives education is a £ield in £lux.
In
£act, it is di££icult to discuss archival training as
though it were a coherent entity. A review 0£ the variety 0£ responses shows that there is no common terminology, £ocus, method, or goal £or archives courses. The
courses described do not concentrate just on archives
administration, records management, or the history 0£
archives, but on two or more 0£ these areas; because, as
Hugh Taylor 1 put it, "The .short courses do in £act give
a bit 0£ everything."
It is logical to introduce librarians to the
£ield with such courses, £or they need only a summary
understanding. But how can the short courses cover
everything an archivist needs to know? Many 0£ the
course o££erings seem to be both introductory and practical simultaneously: most 0£ them are single courses
involving a lot 0£ discussion, but are more practical
than theoretical. Practical work was emphasized by
every instructor. Yet an introductory course by definition must be general i£ a student is to be introduced to
as many phases 0£ archives work as possible. And, i£
much 0£ the time is devoted to the essential practical
problems, is it not likely that many topics would have
to be explained away in a £ew sentences or omitted altogether? This seems to be consistent with Herman Kahn's
statement that £or the most part, archival training consists 0£ how-to-do-it courses.2 Perhaps i£ training £or
archivists were separated £rom archival training £or
others, the di££erent needs 0£ students would be met.
Archives education is also a burgeoning £ield.
There is a proliferation 0£ training courses. One instructor said, "At present there is evidence 0£ a decline in attendance at the Summer Institute attributable
to tQe £act that so many week, two-week, etc., so-called
Institutes have sprung up.
I really believe they are
54
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more properly workshops or seminars--and since they
issue Certificates, perhaps individuals shy away from
in-depth study taking longer. All kinds of offerings
have proliferated over the country.
I question the
depth and breadth of content for many of them."
If there is more demand for archival training
courses, there are also more teachers. One instructor
claimed, "There is not a week goes by that I do not have
at least one request to 'please send complete sets of
your lecture notes, bibliographies, project outlines,
and course syllabi, etc.' from someone who admittedly
knows very little about archives or manuscripts but who
is about to embark on teaching a course in same." The
instructor went on to say that apparently these are
"primarily courses on how to find and use reference materials.
Some of them are taught by those whose only
exposure has been as a user of archives." Philip P.
Mason suggests an absence of leadership from the SAA is
partly responsible for this wide range of course offerings, their diversity in content, and the methods and
experience and training of those teaching.3
Students desiring archival training are also
proliferating.
In the past two years, sixteen of these
institutions have produced 432 "trained" archivists, and
considering the dearth of jobs for history students and
increasingly for library students as well, these numbers
will probably increase.
It is natural that a student
today would prefer the single course as a way of broadening his or her job options, as opposed to a singleminded commitment to one particular branch of knowledge.
One difficulty, however, is that some students, after
taking a single or introductory course, assume they know
all about archives. The damage that has been and can be
done to records by persons who do not sufficiently
understand their limitations is awful to contemplate.
Yet these students are finding jobs in the field. Although this is gratifying to some extent, the question
is whether such students as these should be given custody of the nation's records.
Some whose only exposure
to archives has been a course intended to introduce librarians to principles of arrangement and description
have gone directly into archives work.
If the students taking these courses (and
getting archival jobs) are more often librarians than
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historians, wi l l a rchiv a l practice over t he coming year s
tend further away f rom preli mina ry rese arc h analysis o f
materials? Robert M. Warner seems concerned. He
pointed to Solon J. Buck's feeling that a thorough historical background is important for persons entering the
archival profession,4 then added, "Archivists today seem
to concentrate more on being the link between primary
sources and the historian rather than on being scholars
endeavoring to build comprehensive documentary collections that reflect particular themes in American history .115
Modern heirs of traditional practice should
provide the leadership instructors are calling for.
The
first step is to gain a rational understanding of the
situation . . other s tudies might be useful. Following up
on the 432 students who graduated from arc hival programs
during the past two years could be instructive. No
doubt these students, many of whom are now actively engaged in archives work, will be able to describe the
successes and deficiencies of the programs they attended.
Change will be difficult to accomplish. Many
archivists suffer, in Herman Kahn's terms, "a divided
heart, 116 for they usually call themselves something
other than archivists. With divided hearts, it is not
easy for archivists to feel an identity with each other
or as a group; their ability to act collectively for
their common good is restricted by the extent to which
they do not see themselves as a group. Collective action, nevertheless, is needed.
Herman Kahn warned, "If we want others to regard us as professionals, we should start acting as
though we ourselves believe ourselves to be professionals .117
For the field of social work, professionalization was accomplished by standardizing the education required of social workers. According to Roy Lubove in
his study of the emergence of social work as a career,
"Nothing would give social work the recognition and
status of a profession so long as people find it possible to enter the field without professional training. 11 8
In other words, besides needing standards that s pec ify
what professional training is, a profession also needs
standards to exclude from professional roles those who
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h ave not f o l lowed t he presc ribed c ourse of s t udy.
Being able to define who does not have the necessary
training and background might be even more important in
terms of ensuring competence in the field than defining
who is qualified. Lubove says the necessity for standardization of curricula also became apparent because
school training had become as individualized as the
teachers.9 In his review of archival education, Frank
G. Burke, director of the National Historical Publications and Records Commission, echoes this when he
claims that in this country courses are often a "recitation by practitioners of 'this is the way I do it in
my shop. r 1110
The instructors are asking for educational
standards. As Gerald Ham pointed out, "For the first
time now people are making a conscious decision to be
archivists and as a result, we are getting a higher
caliber of student. What we should provide is a systematic channelization for those who make that choice."
Those who want to become archivists need to know how.
Another instructor, David B. Gracy II, pointed out that
while guidelines for minimum training are necessary,
"We do not yet have the basic training opportunities
that would permit us to make these guidelines into
standards." A model degree program would serve both to
bridge that gap and to articulate the standards. Politically sensitive questions arise: Who will articulate
the standards? Who will set up, house, and fund the
program?
Both Hugh Taylor and Gerald Ham described a
model program. They believe that the time has come for
a graduate degree program in archives. Complete offerings at a few institutions could integrate serious academic and practical training, with first-rate teachers.
Archival training could become broader-based than it
has been in this country.
Hugh Taylor would prefer to
see a university course that was more theoretical and
philosophical. He would have students investigate aspects of archival work that they may never encounter on
their first jobs but which could be applicable to future
positions. Kahn seems to support this view when he says
that learning the craft alone does not make a professional archivist.11
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Another reason to reformulate archival education is to update it. As one instructor explained, "An
archivist today deals with a radically different universe" than archivists twenty years ago.
"He has more
responsibility, far more material to deal with, and is
aware of many more aspects of and problems in his work.
Today the archivist deals with donors such as government ministers or parish priests, with senior and junior
academics, with systems people and conservators, and
more."
The best students would come to know that the
graduate degree programs in archives were the ones to
choose.
Ham suggested that a reason some archivists are
managing their records so badly now is that they have
never been through the selection process required to get
into and complete an academic program in archives. Another instructor said, "We're reaching a point where we
can require formal archival training of new archivists;
and, although it undoubtedly has some drawbacks, I think
it can serve to weed out those unlikely to find satisfaction in the profession and those who are and will remain too narrowly trained. This will serve considerably
to uplift the entire profession." Students of these
courses would become the "aristocracy" of the profession. Other courses would come to define themselves by
reference to how well they measure up to the standards
set by the graduate programs.
"And as we raise the
standards," Hugh Taylor claimed, "they will become the
norm.
If we can get a decent graduate program on the
road, it would freeze out these half-cocked courses."
Another probable result of a few graduate degree programs would be a much-needed standardization in the
language used by those who would be archivists.
(Frank
Evans's Glossary 1 2 might well serve as a reference.)
Later, when the time comes for more formal administration of archival training, accreditation of
programs might be necessary, but this would entail separating programs by the archival functions they claim
to teach £or the various kinds 0£ repository.
It might
also be useful to clarify which programs are for students seeking archival careers and which are for those
broadening their backgrounds.
With standards established, the consumers
(both students and employers) will come to know what
58
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they are getting. One instructor warned, "Until others,
including hiring authorities, recognize such standards,
we are not going to get very far with trying to impose
them." Yet, who can imagine that when prospective employers have their choice of trained archivists or amateur archivists, they will not in the long run choose
the trained archivists? Kenneth Duckett seems to agree.
Ideally, he says, the curator would "wish to hire personnel trained in manuscript management, or to take advantage 0£ the courses offered to train persons already
on his sta££. In a great many cases, neither ideal can
be attained. 11 13 Herman Kahn pointed to the disciplines
of medicine, law, and engineering where obtaining a degree means one has become a trained pro£essiona1.14
With a degree, a doctor can assure both himself and any
potential employer that he is a professional (although
by that point he has stopped worrying about pro£essionalisml5). As it is now, "there is no valid way of proving that one is an archivist unless one is already in a
job that requires him to do archival work. 11 16 Frank
Burke believes that with professional qualifications
different from those 0£ graduate historians, archivists
need not be haunted by the suspicion that they are
£ailed historians who could not succeed as teachers.17
Having actively chosen their careers, the new
archivists would come to have a sense of identity. They
would be socialized to think 0£ themselves as professionals.
In the field of social work, professional education became the socialization process whereby "personal idiosyncrasies, prejudices, or habits detrimental
to professional e££iciency 11 l8 were eliminated. Socialization means that students are not only educated to
practice similar methods; it means they also learn to
regard their field with respect £or its intricacies and
its changing, as well as to be encouraged to view themselves and their colleagues seriously. I£ an archivist
is defined as both historian and librarian, £or example,
that integration, once clarified, could be accommodated.
With identities secure, archivists would not have to
worry about who they are, and could spend their energies
solving those problems generated by massive twentiethcentury collections that threaten to overwhelm us all.
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